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2 Afective

ABSTRACT
Virtual agents are increasingly being used for communication training such as public speaking-, job interviews-, as well as negotiation
training. In these use-cases the agent is generally taking on the role
of interviewer and its behaviour is altered according to the nonverbal cues of its human interlocutor. However, understanding how
the agent’s non-verbal cues influence human behaviour, perception
or interactions outcomes is equally important. This contributes to
appropriate behaviour generation in agents, but also to our understanding of the intricate interplay of non-verbal behaviours on
human perception and interaction outcomes.
This study focuses specifically on the perception of vocal dominance in human-agent negotiation. Earlier research showed that the
perception of dominance influences decision making in the course
of negotiations, as do concessions tactics. However, the effect of
voice as well as the effect of the negotiator type in this regard have
been so far under-explored. To close this gap, an online experiment
was conducted, in which a total number of 121 participants negotiated with conversational agents displaying either low or high vocal
dominance, and an individualistic or neutral concession tactic. The
results showed that when taking into account the self-reported type
of negotiator, significant differences caused by vocal dominance
were evident in regard to the number of negotiation rounds and
perceived fairness. The number of rounds was significantly higher
for the competitive participant type negotiating with the low vocal dominance agent, and the perceived fairness was significantly
lower with the collaborative participant type negotiating with the
high vocal dominance agent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With virtual agents and social robots becoming more and more
embedded into our daily lives, it is important to understand the
effects of agents’ non-verbal behaviours on interaction outcomes.
One area in which the use of virtual agents is increasingly being
explored, is the area of negotiation training [19]. This paper explores human-agent negotiation, seen as a dynamic and complex
interaction between a human and an autonomous agent in an attempt to reach an agreement. By establishing favorable negotiation
outcomes, with time-saving benefits and limited negative effects,
autonomous negotiation agents have proven to reduce negotiation
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efforts, facilitate negotiation training and provide an advantage to
less skilled negotiators [9].
A negotiation comprises several elements ranging from negotiation tactic to personality. Traditionally, research involving humanagent negotiation has focused on the effect of differing negotiation
tactics. A negotiation tactic is formally defined as a concessionmaking model that is a function of time passing between the start
of the negotiation and the endpoint, used to decide on the offer
value given at a specific moment of the negotiation [17]. Ranging
from no concession on one extreme to complete concession on the
other one, these different tactics have shown to result in differences
in negotiation perception and outcomes [40].
In recent years an increasing amount of research has additionally
focused on endowing virtual negotiation agents with social skills
comparable to humans [20]. One such example is the skill to adapt
the tactic of the agent to the behavior displayed by the human
negotiator [31]. In this line of research considerable attention has
also been given to the agent’s ability to express social signals, such
as dominance. By implementing multi-modal non-verbal cues, such
as body posture [35], facial expressions [13], eye gaze, head tilt [6]
and turn-taking [15], it was shown that dominance, as a signal of
power, can affect both the course and outcome of negotiations [7,
35, 46].
While studies focusing on the implementation of non-verbal behaviours repeatedly stress the importance of the emotional quality
of the voice, this signal has seldom been studied explicitly. Additionally, the negotiator’s perception of vocal cues has to our knowledge,
not been investigated with regards to his/her attitude towards the
negotiation process itself. Taking this factor into account is however
important as the personal attitude towards the negotiation process
can differ per person, ranging from extreme negotiation avoidance
to high engagement, which might result in different responses to a
dominant opponent [22, 46]. To our knowledge, no previous studies
investigated the perception of vocal dominance on human-agent
negotiation as a separate variable.
The main aim of this study is therefore to explore the effects of
a conversational agent’s vocal dominance and negotiation tactics
on negotiation outcomes and perception. We are furthermore taking into account the human’s self-reported negotiator type. The
research question is set up as follows: What are the effects of vocal expression of dominance and concession tactics on the outcomes
and perception of the human-agent negotiation, and are these effects
influenced by the self-reported negotiator type?
This paper is organised in the following manner. First, the theoretical background and hypotheses are presented, followed by a
methodology section. Next, we present the results and their discussion in the light of the current state-of-art. We conclude with
limitations and suggestions for further research.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Vocal Expression of Dominance in Humans

was associated with submissiveness whereas the linguistic expression of anger with dominance. A behavior being perceived as more
dominant achieved higher individual negotiation gains [7] and behavior taking on a tough and firm communication style resulted in
higher economic outcomes and more beneficial counteroffers [25].
In line with this are findings in a multi-modal setting, where in
human-agent negotiations virtual agents expressing dominant hand
gestures and body postures convinced elderly more often to follow
their suggestions than submissive agents [35]. However, none of
these references investigated the perception of vocal dominance
on negotiation in the context of human-agent interaction. Based
on the presented findings, we propose the following hypothesis
from the assumption that the effect of multi-modal expressions of
dominance by humans on negotiation outcome will be similar to
the vocal expression of dominance by agents: H1. The negotiations
with a łlow vocal dominancež agent will result in a (a) higher number
of agreements, (b) higher number of rounds, (c) a lower utility of
the agreement and (d) lower best utility offered than the łhigh vocal
dominancež negotiations.
2.1.2 Effect of Dominance on Negotiation Perception. In humanhuman negotiation, Welsh [45] presented a number of characteristic
to judge whether the decision-making process or dispute solution
is fair. The process was highly likely to be evaluated as fair if a
person was given a room to speak, felt treated with consideration
(i.e. being listened and understood), in a fair manner and with
respect. This kind of approach to negotiation, by facilitating an
equal distribution of resources and meeting interest of both parties,
increases an overall feeling of satisfaction with the negotiation
process [36]. The effect of fairness on negotiator satisfaction was
confirmed in the context of Negotiation Support Systems (NSS)facilitated negotiation. It revealed that perceived fairness, next to
the the degree of perceived collaborative atmosphere and perceived
control, was a better predictor of negotiator satisfaction than negotiation outcomes [43]. Nevertheless, the degree of satisfaction with
the outcome enhances the motivation to sustain the relationship
and therefore has a positive effect on the willingness to renegotiate [37]. In the human-agent negotiation study of Prajod et al. [33],
where emotions were implemented through non-verbal behavior,
negotiation satisfaction was rated higher when interacting with a
warm than a cold agent, as well as the willingness to renegotiate
with him. Taking the assumption that perceived warmness and low
dominance are highly correlated concepts, which we will verify
through a pre-test in the following experiments, we are putting
forward the following hypotheses: H2. The negotiations with a łlow
vocal dominancež agent will lead to a (a) higher degree of satisfaction,
(b) higher willingness to renegotiate and (c) higher perceived fairness
of the negotiation than the łhigh vocal dominancež negotiations.

Dominance can be defined as a rational and expressive communication behavior to influence and extend one’s power [16]. Vocal
expression is considered a fundamental element of the communication process and functions as an information source for the
conversational partner. In a study on the acoustic perception of
emotional vocalizations, Banse and Scherer [5] have demonstrated
that listeners were able to infer attitudes and affective states of the
speaker based on acoustic features only and do it with an accuracy
greater than expected by chance. Vocal variability, loudness, interruptions, pausing, rate of speech, pitch and vocal relaxation were
shown to be essential aspects of conveying vocal dominance [21].
However, some of the vocal qualities mark it more effectively than
the other ones. Tusing and Dillard [39] as well as Wang et al. [42]
found that fundamental frequency serves as a predictor for the
perception of dominance of the male voice, but not of the female
voice. Investigation on the perceived degree of male dominance by
Puts et al. [34] showed that voice recordings with a lowered fundamental frequency (𝐹 0 ) or formant frequencies (𝐷 𝑓 ), were associated
with a person who was more dominant socially and physically. Not
surprisingly, the opposite was found in recordings where those
parameters were raised [8]. The influence of voice was also investigated in relation to the political leadership capacity by Klofstad [26].
Responses to the digitally manipulated voice recordings created
to encourage participants to take part in elections, indicated that
person with a lower-pitched voice, either female or male, was more
likely to obtain a position of a leadership. Charfuelan et al. [11], by
studying the perception of dominance through voice quality and
prosody in group settings, showed that the group member who
was perceived as the most dominant, had the tendency to speak
with a higher voice volume. In contrast the person who was seen
by others as the least dominant, used a lower voice volume while
speaking. Contrasting these findings, Page and Balloun [32] found
that the higher the voice volume, the higher the perception of aggressiveness. Surprisingly, modification of voice volumes did not
cause any meaningful differences in perception of dominance or
self-confidence. Instead, the low voice volume was rated as mature
and sincere, as well as it increased the desires to collaborate with
the speaker in a working settings [32].
2.1.1 Effect of Dominance on Negotiation Outcomes. Regarding
human-human interactions, a friendly and warm communication
style with a high degree of politeness signals low resource power
and is perceived as low in dominance [3]. The norm of reciprocity
predicts that such behavior will be perceived as open-handed and
foresees that the opponent would reward it with warmth, generating positive negotiation outcomes [18]. Furthermore, behavior
characterised by a sense of agreeableness, facilitating an open attitude towards the opponent, increases the likelihood of achieving
agreements [44]. At the same time however, it also generates a
risk of being perceived as less competent and easier to exploit.
This can lead to the negotiation process taking more time, as the
opponent might see more chances to achieve their own interests
and behave egocentrically [38]. In human-human e-negotiations,
Belkin et al. [7] showed that the linguistic expression of happiness

2.2

Concession Tactics in Negotiation

The agents’ negotiation tactics employed in this study belong to the
time-dependent group of tactics, and are defined as individualistic
and neutral [40]. The first one resembles competitive negotiation
behavior and is characterised by the delayed concession that drops
largely when the negotiation is close to the deadline, at the risk of
reaching no agreement. The latter one makes small concessions at a
constant rate throughout the whole negotiation process, resembling
collaborative behavior (Figure 1). In both cases, the concessions are
2

2.3

Negotiator Type as a Covariant

Various degrees of competitiveness and need for control lead to
different responses in the context of human-human negotiations.
When considering the negotiator type in the human-human negotiations, it has been proven that more value was created during negotiations between opposite types of negotiators, than in the negotiations where both parties acted submissively or dominantly. A pair
of dominant negotiators - striving for control - struggled to reach
an agreement, whereas a pair of submissive negotiators was unable
to set direction in the negotiation and little was accomplished[24].
In contrast, by taking contrasting approaches it was possible to
improve coordination, satisfy priorities and generate positive feelings [46]. Depending on the negotiation framing, it has been shown
that the collaborative type performed better and achieved beneficial joint outcomes, if the task was to minimize expenses. The
competitive type proved to gain higher outcomes when the task
was maximize profit [12]. The effect of opponent’s negotiation type
has been also researched in the context of human-agent negotiations. Automatic adaptation of agent’s concession tactic and the
offer acceptance to the human negotiator type allowed to obtain
higher utility values agreements, improving the efficiency of negotiated agreement and prevent from exploitation by the opponent,
when compared to both human player and other automated agents,
making the process of negotiation more productive [23, 31]. Based
on these findings, it is expected that the self-reported negotiator
type (competitive or collaborative) will affect the perception of the
agent’s vocal dominance, and consequently impact the negotiation
outcomes and perception.

Figure 1: Concession Tactics: Individualistic (above) and
Neutral (below)
determined in terms of the utility of the agent’s offers and the time
passed, without accounting for opponent modeling.
2.2.1 Effect of Concession Tactics on Negotiation Outcomes. An
experimental study of Vahidov [40] on software negotiation tactics showed that large first concessions generated expectations of
further significant concessions on the part of the agent and small
concession by the opponent. Neutral agents - conceding gradually
over time - created a sense of openness that invited to invest more
time into the negotiation process, reached proportionally more
agreements than agents using the individualistic tactic. At the same
time, it has been shown that the individualistic tactic received more
favorable offers from the opponent and outperformed the neutral
tactic in terms of utilities as the negotiation agreements resulted
in agreements with a higher utility than the neutral tactic [2, 40].
Therefore, it is expected to find confirmation of the following hypothesis: H3. The individualistic tactic will lead to (a) a lower number
of agreements, (b) a lower number of rounds, (c) a higher utility of
the agreement and (d) a higher best utility offered than the neutral
tactic.
2.2.2 Effect of Concession Tactics on Negotiation Perception. In the
context of human-human negotiations, no meaningful differences
have been found in the effects of concession timing on negotiation
perception. Here both, gradual concession and delayed concession
brought equivalently good results in comparison to early concession strategy [27, 37]. Nevertheless, when looking at the satisfaction
in particular, the time invested in acquiring a product, impacted
positively the level satisfaction with a product [10, 27]. This finds
confirmation in the human-agent negotiation context. When an
agreement was reached, an individualistic tactic resulted in a higher
degree of satisfaction when compared to a neutral or yielding tactic [47]. In regards to the perceived fairness in general, it has been
shown that an adjustment of price in the course of the negotiation process had positive effect on the perception of fairness [28],
however no previous studies has assessed this in the context of
human-agents negotiations. In light of above-mentioned, the following hypotheses have been derived: H4. The individualistic tactic
will lead to (a) a greater satisfaction, (b) lower perceived fairness and
(c) a higher willingness to renegotiate than the neutral tactic.

3

CONTRIBUTIONS

By assessment of the above-mentioned effects, this research contributes to understanding the expressive power of voice as an autonomous source of dominance. To our knowledge no previous
study has looked i) at human-agent negotiation focusing on the
vocal dominance dimension ii) at the possible interaction between
vocal dominance and concession tactics and iii) the moderating effect of the negotiator type on both vocal dominance and concession
tactics. Our study extends the body of literature by showing that
the perception of dominance, when expressed by an agent through
voice, is influenced by the self-perceived negotiator type.

4 METHOD
4.1 Experimental design
To examine the influence of vocal expression of dominance, concession tactics and the moderating effect of the self-reported negotiation type on the negotiation outcomes and perception, an online
experiment was set up. A 2x2 factorial design creating four conditions was implemented, using the two independent variables vocal
dominance (high vocal dominance vs low vocal dominance) and concession tactic (individualistic vs neutral) as within-subject factors.
The self-reported negotiator type (competitive vs collaborative) is
an unmanipulated between-subject factor.
4.1.1 Main experiment. The online experiment was implemented
in Qualtrics and structured in three parts. Firstly, written consent
and an explanation of the study aim were presented, followed by
a set of demographic questions. Secondly, each participant was
3

asked to play a negotiation game, where he or she was randomly
exposed to one of the four experimental conditions. In the last part,
a question about the self-perceived negotiator type was presented.
The negotiation game was an adapted version of one-on-one łfixed
piež negotiation system [33, 41]. The participant played the role of
a customer in a mobile phone store, whose task was to negotiate
with a virtual agent, playing the role of a salesman. Objects of
negotiations were: price, warranty and service agreements. All three
issues were assigned points on seven levels. The total amount of
points was calculated as the sum of the products of the level number
and the assigned points per level for the corresponding issue:
Utility participant =
50 × 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + 15 × 𝑊 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + 30 × 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
Price
€250 (0 points)
€245 (50 points)
€240 (100 points)
€235 (150 points)
€230 (200 points)
€225 (250 points)
€220 (300 points)

Warranty
1 month (0 points)
2 months (15 points)
3 months (30 points)
4 months (45 points)
5 months (60 points)
6 months (75 points)
7 months (90 points)

scenario [33]. The post-processing of audio clips involved the removal of white noise and equalizing the loudness (measured in Db)
across all recordings with the Audacity tool.

Service
1 month (0 points)
2 months (30 points)
3 months (60 points)
4 months (90 points)
5 months (120 points)
6 months (150 points)
7 months (180 points)

Each offer of the agent was communicated through an audio clip.
The participant was given three response options: łI want to accept
the offerž, łI want to end the negotiation without an agreementž or łI
want to propose a counterofferž (Figure 2). The goal of the game was
to reach an agreement while scoring as many points as possible.
To engage participants in the negotiation process, a bonus of 50
euro was granted to the participant reaching the agreement with
the highest point value. To prevent overly-competitive behavior,
the agent was set to withdraw from the negotiation process, if
no agreement was reached after the end of the sixth round. If the
participant acted overly-collaborative, by conceding too much, a
high-scoring agreement was out of reach.

4.2

Figure 2: The negotiation interface in Qualtrics
4.2.2 Vocal Dominance Validation. To validate the stimulus material, a small-scale online voice perception study was set up. A
group of 16 participants recruited from the direct personal network
of the researchers was exposed to a sequence of four snippets of
low vocal dominance recordings and a sequence of four snippets
of high vocal dominance recordings, in random order. To obtain
an objective assessment of the manipulated voice stimuli and prevent bias towards submissiveness and/or dominance, participants
were asked to provide qualitative feedback first, i.e. describe shortly
the character attributes associated with that person in free form
text. Next, they were asked to rate dominance, competence and
warmth on the three 9-point bipolar scales: submissive-dominant,
incompetent-competent and cold-warm. Lastly, the subjects were
asked to indicate which of the agents they preferred to negotiate
with as well as which of the two agents was more likely to win in
a physical fight and convince his peers in a group meeting. All responses were used as indicators of vocal dominance [34]. This group
of participants was excluded from the main experiment. Outcomes
of the pre-test are reported in the Results section.
4.2.3 Negotiation tactic. Both negotiation tactics were set up to
have different utility values for each bid as to differentiate them
clearly, but ended with the same utility value. The reservation value
was also equal for the two tactics: each agent accepted the participant’s offer when the utility of the bid of the participant was higher
than 285 points, in favour of the agent. If the participant’s offer was
below that threshold, the agent proposed a counter-offer [33]. The
individualistic tactic was set to start with a very low offer and keep
oscillating around 80 points in the first four rounds. In the fifth
round, it increased to 220 points to end with the last offer worth 285
points. The neutral negotiation tactic started with an offer worth
110 points for the participant, and was set to gradually grow in
each round, worth respectively 140, 155, 205, 235 to end with the
final offer of 285 points.

Stimulus material

4.2.1 Voice generation. To alternate the vocal dominance of the
agent across the two negotiation tactics, four sets of voice recordings were created: 1) high vocal dominance x individualistic tactic,
2) high vocal dominance x neutral tactic, 3) low vocal dominance x
individualistic tactic and 4) low vocal dominance x neutral tactic. A
native British English voice actor was recruited due to geographical
closeness and the fact that this language is taught as a second language throughout Europe. To achieve distinguishable vocal traits,
the voice actor adhered to a set of instructions drawn upon literature on voice perception [21]. To convey high vocal dominance, the
actor was requested to produce the following voice qualities: low
pitch, increased amplitude and staccato, complemented by acted
personality traits such as self-oriented, direct, energetic and slightly
aggressive. For the low vocal dominance, it altered to voice qualities such as high pitch, regular to soothing amplitude, ‘singing’
voice and less energetic, complemented by acted personality traits
like friendly, accessible and calm. Except for the different offer values assigned for each of the two negotiation tactics, all recordings
followed the same script and were recorded in a professional studio, using a sound-proof room and microphone. The script was an
adapted version of a conversational dialogue for an agent-seller
4

4.3

Measurements

The measurements of negotiation outcomes were operationalized
as follows: number of reached agreements showed the willingness to
achieve an agreement expressed as the number of accepted offers
by either the participant or the agent; utility of the agreement was
the number of points calculated by the Utility Participant formula it equaled 0 if no agreement was reached; best utility offered to the
agent was defined as the highest utility offered to the agent amongst
all bids proposed by the participant; number of rounds indicated the
pace of conceding and equaled the number of bids offered by the
participant before the negotiation stopped. The evaluation of the
negotiation itself was based on three sets of statements measured
on a 7-point Likert scale: perceived fairness of the negotiation
(łThe seller negotiated fair and reasonablež, łThe seller aimed to
get an unfair advantagež), outcome satisfaction (łI feel satisfied
with the outcome of the negotiationž, łI negotiated a good deal.ž)
and willingness to renegotiate (łI am willing to negotiate with this
seller againž, łI would recommend negotiation with this seller to
friends and familyž). Lastly, the participants were asked to indicate
whether they perceive themselves in general as the competitive or
collaborative negotiator type.

5

Figure 3: Bar chart of the Warmth, Competence and
Dominance scores
dominance [34]. Therefore, the pretest analysis confirmed that the
low and high vocal dominance of agents was perceived as such, and
allowed to carry out the remaining part of the study using these
voice recordings.

5.2

RESULTS

Data was obtained using Qualtrics and pre-processed for analysis
in Python. The pre-processing included data cleaning, transforming
variable types and re-coding labels into binary values. The analysis
was conducted in SPSS. The statistically significant results for 𝛼 =
0.05 and 𝛼 = 0.01 are indicated with * and ** respectively.

5.1

Negotiation experiment

A total number of 194 participants took part in the online experiment. For the data analysis, only the 121 subjects who completed
the negotiation task and answered the post questions were selected.
5.2.1 Sample. A total number of 121 participants (57% female)
predominantly in the age group of 25-34 years (55.4%), were representatives of the following language groups: Dutch (n=73), Polish
(n=9), Italian (n=6), German (n=5), English (n=5), Spanish (n=4),
Chinese (n=4) and other (n=15). The majority has completed a Bachelor’s degree (50.4%) and reported to be a student (48.8%). 82.7%
admitted having a neutral or positive attitude towards negotiation.
5.2.2 Reliability analysis. The homogeneity and reliability of the
scales were verified: perceived fairness had a Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.528,
the outcome satisfaction a Cronbach’s 𝛼 of 0.835 and the willingness
to renegotiate a Cronbach’s 𝛼 of 0.734. The scores of the outcome
satisfaction and willingness to renegotiate scales were calculated
using the mean of the two items. The two items of perceived fairness
were tested separately throughout the rest of the analysis, instead
of combining them in one scales, as a score below 0.7 is considered
unreliable.
5.2.3 Sample variability. To validate the even distribution of demographic variables amongst the four conditions, a Chi-Square
test was used to assess the associations between age, gender and
highest degree and the four conditions. To ensure that no tests were
carried out between groups smaller than 10 people, the following
variables were recoded: Age into ‘18-24 years old’ (n=32), ‘25-34
years old’ (n=67) and ‘35+’ (n=22) and Highest degree into ‘Below
bachelor’s degree’ (n=24), ‘Bachelor’s degree’ (n=61) and ‘Master’s
degree or doctorate’ (n=36). The gender of the participants did not
differ per category, 𝜒 2 (3, N = 121) = 3.17, p = .37, neither for the
age of participants, 𝜒 2 (3, N = 121) = 1.04, p = .79, or the level of
education of the participants, 𝜒 2 (6, N = 117) = 3.62, p = .73.
5.2.4 Analysis of self-reported negotiator type and negotiation behavior. The self-reported negotiator type was an unmanipulated
between-subject factor, which was analysed on coherence with the
displayed actions of the participants. There were 68 participants

Vocal dominance - pretest

The pretest aimed to verify whether the low and high vocal dominance in the audio clips was perceived as such. The participants
were first asked to describe the characteristics of the two different
voices in three words. Secondly, they were asked to rate both voices
on three scales: level of dominance, level of warmth and level of
competence. The conditions were presented to the participants
in random order: either the high vocal dominance voice was presented first, or the low dominance voice was. To describe the high
dominance voice, the participants used words related to high dominance ("Persuasive", "Aggressive", "Dominant"), high competence
("Accurate", "Rational", "Quick") and low warmth ("Cold", "Distant",
"Unapproachable"). The words used to describe the low dominance
voice were low dominance ("Insecure", "Timid", "Collaborative"),
high competence ("Professional", "Correct", "Respectful") and high
warmth ("Friendly", "Warm", "Enthusiastic"). Both outcomes align
with how low and high dominance was identified in past studies [4]. Based on 16 data points, the high dominance voiced agent
scored on average 6.8 (sd = 1.5) on the dominance scale, whereas
the low dominance voiced agent was rated 3.9 (sd = 1.3). In turn,
the low dominance voiced agent was rated 5.8 (sd = 2.4) on warmth,
while the high dominance voiced agent scored only 3.1 (sd = 1.7).
The ratings of the agents showed that they were both perceived
as equally competent (5.5 and 5.6, sd = 2.5 and sd = 2.5). The outcomes are portrayed in Figure 3. Furthermore, 81.3% thought the
high dominance voiced agent was more likely to win in a physical
fight and 62.5% found this agent better at convincing his peers in a
meeting, which is consistent with findings on acoustic qualities of
5

Table 2: Results Mann-Whitney U tests on negotiator type

Table 1: Results of T-Test on negotiation behavior
Variable
# Agreements
# Rounds
Utility first bid
Average utility
Utility difference

Test statistic

p-value

-5.158
4.723
4.228
5.983
2.822

0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.000**
0.005**

who identified themselves as collaborative and 53 as competitive.
In the context of the negotiation experiment, we analysed the competitive and collaborative behavior of participants on five variables:
the amount of agreements, the amount of negotiation rounds, the
utility of the opening bid, the average utility of all the proposed bids
and the average utility difference between bids. On average, the
participants viewing themselves as competitive reached an agreement 42.59% of the time (sd = 0.07) and negotiated for 4.11 rounds
(sd = 0.23). The collaborative participants reached an agreement
much more often, namely in 84.29% of the time (sd = 0.04). Their
negotiations also lasted fewer rounds: 2.70 rounds (sd = 0.20). Both
results are in line with research that showed that the amount of
egocentrism of the negotiator predicts the length of time it would
take to reach an agreement, as well as reducing the ability to come
to an agreement [38]. When comparing the utilities of the first bid,
the participants who considered themselves collaborative started
with a bid that was on average 91.70 points lower than those who
considered themselves competitive (344.62 points, sd = 130.54 vs
436.32 points, sd = 111.06). Their average utility of all the bids in
the negotiation experiment was also different: 322.92 (sd = 79.43)
for the collaborative participants and 407.28 (sd = 75.72) for the
competitive participants. Finally, the collaborative participants lowered their offer an average -60.82 points (sd = 79.83) between bids,
meaning they conceded on average ≈ 61 points each negotiation
round. This number was on average much lower for the competitive
participants, who only conceded ≈ 33 points (sd = 80.07).
Once validated that the self-reported negotiator type matched the
actual negotiation behavior, we tested for differences between the
groups with independent samples T-test. As presented in Table 1,
the groups were also statistically significantly different in their
behavior on the five variables. Equal variances were assumed, as
Levene’s test showed significance levels above 0.05.
5.2.5 Analysis of main affects and effect of self-reported negotiator
type. To test the hypotheses on the effects of vocal dominance, concession tactic and self-reported negotiator type, a two-way MANCOVA was performed with vocal dominance and concession tactic
as main variables and self-reported negotiator type as covariate.
The MANCOVA analysis showed that neither vocal dominance
(Wilk’s 𝜆 multivariate F(7,110)=1.181, p=0.320) nor agent negotiation strategy (Wilk’s 𝜆 multivariate F(7,110)=1.009, p=0.429) had
a significant overall effect. Interaction effects were not significant
either. The only effect that was significant on individual outcome
measures was the effect of negotiation tactic on perceived fairness
(F(1,116)=5.667, p=0.019). This showed that an individualistic concession strategy was rated as less fair (mean=3.65, sd = 0.19) than
a neutral one (mean=4.25, sd = 0.18). A Mann-Whitney U test confirmed these findings showing only a significant effect of concession
tactic on perceived fairness (U =1412.5, p=0.027). This confirmed
the hypothesis that an individualistic tactic would lead to a lower
perceived fairness (H4b).

Negotiation outcome

Test statistic

p-value

Number of rounds
Utility agreement
Best utility offered

996.50
925.50
1157.50

0.000**
0.000**
0.001**

Negotiation perception

Test statistic

p-value

Satisfaction outcome
Perceived fairness
Unfair deal
Willingness to renegotiate

1402.50
1363.50
1583.50
1444.00

0.035*
0.019*
0.241
0.060

However, self-reported negotiator type significantly correlated
with outcome measures in general (Wilk’s 𝜆 multivariate F(7,110)=
6.012, p<0.001). To detail these results, we performed a specific non
parametric tests (Mann-Whitney) to ensure the assumptions for the
post hoc tests were not violated. These showed that a self-reported
competitive negotiator is significantly related to a higher number
of rounds (mean = 4.11, sd = 0.23 versus mean = 2.70, sd = 0.20),
a lower utility of agreement (mean = 95.00, sd = 14.06 vs mean =
178.42, sd = 12.36), a higher best utility offered (mean = 453.07, sd =
19.08 vs mean = 330.72, sd = 16.78), a lower perceived fairness (mean
= 3.59, sd = 0.19 vs mean = 4.21, sd = 0.17), and a lower satisfaction
outcome (mean = 3.42, sd = 0.22 vs mean = 4.00, sd = 0.20). See
Table 2 for an overview of the test statistics.
5.2.6 Potential interaction effects between perceived negotiator type
and main variables. As there was such a large effect of self-reported
negotiator type, we investigated potential interactions effects with
vocal dominance and strategy. Again, we opted for non-parametric
tests in order to not violate any assumptions in the post testing. We
splitted the data file into two subsets (collaborative versus competitive) before performing the non-parametric tests for the effect of
vocal dominance and concession tactic on the outcome variables. As
the results in Table 3 show, there were indeed significant differences
in both negotiation perception and negotiation outcome based on
the vocal dominance expressed by the agent, when the type of
negotiator (collaborative or competitive) is taken into account.
Vocal dominance influenced the number of rounds for the group
that perceived themselves as competitive negotiators: negotiating
with the high dominance agent caused the competitive group to
end the negotiation with a lower amount of rounds than when
negotiating with the low dominance agent. This was not the case for
the collaborative group. The perceived fairness of the negotiation
was significantly different for the group that perceived themselves
as collaborative negotiators; negotiating with the low dominance
agent resulted in a significantly higher perceived fairness than
when negotiating with the high dominance agent. Self reported
negotiator type did not seem to influence the effect of concession
tactics.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study only to a small extent confirmed expectations derived from previous studies on human-human and humanagent negotiations. Following the findings of Belkin et al. [7], where
dominance lead to higher gains, and the findings of Rosenthal [35],
where dominant virtual agents were more persuasive, it was expected that the manipulated vocal dominance would lead to different negotiation outcomes. Our results did not confirm these (H1
6

Table 3: Results of Mann-Whitney U tests for vocal dominance and concession tactic when split on negotiator type

Number of rounds
Utility agreement
Best utility offered
Satisfaction outcome
Perceived fairness
Unfair deal
Willingness to renegotiate

Collaborative
Vocal dominance
Concession tactic
Test statistic p-value Test statistic p-value
573.00
0.955
519.00
0.458
419.50
0.052
480.50
0.230
559.00
0.820
508.00
0.390
505.00
0.368
533.50
0.580
418.00
0.044*
478.00
0.207
529.50
0.543
567.50
0.894
535.00
0.599
515.00
0.435

a/b/c/d and H2 a/b/c rejected), which is not surprising due to expressiveness of implemented modalities. In this study, the level of
dominance was inferred from the voice only - without additional
cues as facial expression or gestures. As a consequence, the effects
might have been milder than when the dominant behavior is implemented using multiple modalities. This would also be in line with
Melo et al. [14], who found differences in participants’ decision
making in negotiation when varying emotional displays of virtual
agents. Furthermore, while the individualistic tactic and neutral
tactic differed on the average best utility offered by the agent to the
participant, this did not influence any of the negotiation outcomes,
such as utility of the agreement or the best utility offered by the
participant (rejected H3 a/b/c/d). Additionally, our analysis found
that participants perceived the individualistic tactic as less fair than
the neutral tactic (accepted H4b). One might argue that, just as in
human-human negotiations, the lack of flexibility with regards to
value adjustment, might have led to a feeling that the opponent
is set to achieve only his or her own goals. This, however, did not
influence their satisfaction with the outcome, or their willingness
to renegotiate (rejected H4 a/c).
As the scale of fairness had a low Cronbach’s alpha, the perceived
fairness variable related to the question "The seller negotiated fair
and reasonable". The other question of the scale, "The seller aimed
to get an unfair advantage" was perceived as not relating to the
same concept. Reviewing the participants scores revealed that this
might partly be related to the survey design. Unfair advantage
was the only mirrored question, which caused some participants
to score both a 7 for ’fair and reasonable’ and ’unfair advantage’.
Additionally, fairness in literature is often described as consisting
out of three types of fairness: procedural fairness, process fairness
and outcome fairness [1]. The question "the seller negotiated fair
and reasonable" might have appealed to process fairness, while the
"get an unfair advantage" could be related to "outcome fairness".
Extending the scale to more questions and rephrasing the questions
to scoring in the same direction could bring more insight into how
the concept of fairness is perceived in this human-agent negotiation
setting.
Last but not least, it is also worthwhile to note that the significant
effect on an individual outcome measure was related to the perception of negotiation. This indicates that participants perceived a
difference with regards to vocal dominance but that this differences
affected participants in different ways based on their self-reported
negotiator type. Specifically, when taking this into account, the
analysis showed that the competitive type group ended the negotiation with significantly less rounds when negotiating with the high
vocal dominance agent. A possible explanation is that competitive
negotiators might have applied a hardball tactic also by ending the
negotiation early, in the hopes that the agent would come back

Competitive
Vocal dominance
Concession tactic
Test statistic p-value Test statistic p-value
228.50
0.027*
309.00
0.439
270.50
0.126
327.00
0.637
316.50
0.571
346.50
0.936
318.00
0.588
275.50
0.174
340.00
0.884
246.50
0.059
312.00
0.510
321.00
0.584
321.00
0.628
322.50
0.610

with a final and better offer. Alternatively, when interacting with
the low vocal dominance agent, they felt there was more to gain,
and hence negotiated more rounds with that agent. For the group
that identified as collaborative negotiators, the perceived fairness
was significantly lower when they negotiated with the high vocal
dominance agent. This is interesting as the perceived fairness was
not significantly different for the individualist tactic versus the neutral tactic for the collaborative group, while it was for the sample
in general (H4b). We conclude that the vocal dominance, more than
the actual offers of the agent, influenced the fairness perception.
Both results point in the direction of the influence of the negotiation
style and/or personality of the participant on the perception of the
vocal dominance and the effects on the negotiation.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main goal of this study was to investigate if an agent exhibiting
low or high dominance through vocal cues affects the negotiation outcome and whether there were any significant differences
depending on self-perceived negotiator type. No main effects of
vocal dominance or concession tactic were found, meaning that
the negotiation outcomes and negotiation perception were not altered by our manipulation. We did find one effect on individual
outcome measures, stating that the perceived fairness is affected
by the concession tactic of the agent: the individualistic tactic is
perceived as significantly less fair than the neutral tactic. Our findings also suggest that the modulation of vocal cues by themselves,
without any additional visual information, is sufficient for conveying different degrees of dominance. It appears, however, that this
difference in vocal dominance leads to a difference in negotiation
action for participants that perceive themselves as competitive negotiators. Specifically, negotiating with the high dominance agent
caused the competitive group to end the negotiation with a lower
amount of rounds than when negotiating with the low dominance
agent. The collaborative group did not behave differently during
the negotiation with the high dominance agent, but perceived the
agent as significantly less fair. In future studies it would be interesting to include additional multi-modal cues, such as gaze and
facial expressions to our investigation of the perception of dominance in human-agent interaction. We are further aiming to explore
multi-party settings, where gaze and prosody have already been
shown to be related to the perception of engagement [29, 30]. We
are hypothesising that they might also proof useful for the modelling of dominance in such settings. In addition, endowing the
conversational agent with further conversational capabilities could
strengthen the agent’s dominance effect and improve overall experience of immersiveness. In fact, in this study the audio clips had
to be played manually, which might have negatively impacted the
natural feel of the negotiation. Additionally, taking into account
information regarding negotiation skills and experience, as well
7

as preferred negotiation- and personality type could aid to better
understand the participants’ decisions and explain differences in
negotiation outcomes and perception.
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